
Ride Every Stride - Amy Maltman: The
Inspiring Journey of a Passionate Equestrian
The Early Beginnings

Amy Maltman, a name that resonates with determination and love for horses, has
been making waves in the equestrian community with her inspiring journey.
Growing up on a picturesque ranch in the heart of the countryside, Amy's passion
for horses was ignited at a very young age.

Discovering the Beauty of Riding

At the tender age of five, Amy embarked on her first riding lesson, sparking a
lifelong love affair with these majestic creatures. From that moment forward, she
eagerly immersed herself in the world of horseback riding, eagerly absorbing
every ounce of knowledge and honing her skills each day.

The Challenges on the Road

Like any journey, Amy's equestrian path was not without obstacles. A small
accident during her early teenage years left her with a broken arm and a
temporary setback in her riding journey. However, her unwavering determination
and relentless spirit pushed her to overcome the challenges and get back on the
horse, quite literally.
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Mastering the Art of Dressage

A turning point in Amy's journey came when she discovered her true passion for
dressage. Known as the art of horse training and riding, dressage requires
impeccable finesse, balance, and harmony between the rider and the horse. Amy
dedicated countless hours to perfecting her dressage techniques and competing
in state-level events.

Embracing the Philosophy of "Ride Every Stride"

Amy's approach to riding can be summed up in her personal motto: "Ride every
stride." This philosophy encapsulates her belief in embracing every challenge,
every setback, and every success as an opportunity to grow and learn. She firmly
believes that each stride, whether smooth or bumpy, is a valuable lesson that
shapes both the rider and the horse.

The Impact of Amy's Journey on the Equestrian Community

Amy Maltman's inspiring journey has not only impacted her personal growth but
has also left a lasting impression on the equestrian community. Through her
active involvement in various competitions, clinics, and coaching sessions, she
has become a role model for aspiring equestrians worldwide. Her dedication
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towards mastering the art of dressage and her unwavering spirit to overcome
challenges have been a source of inspiration for many.

Amy Maltman's journey as an equestrian is a testament to the power of passion,
determination, and resilience. From her early beginnings to her love for dressage,
she has exemplified the ethos of "Ride every stride." Her story serves as a
reminder to all aspiring equestrians that with dedication and a positive mindset,
any obstacle can be conquered, and dreams can be achieved.
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Jed Carver hopes to put his troubled past behind him. After fleeing across the
country, he finds refuge in his new job at a prestigious stable and commits himself
to his goal: a spot on the Canadian Equestrian Team. Jed is confident in his riding
ability, but the obstacles outside the ring could be his undoing.

Will his dark secrets come to light? Can he ride every stride until his dream
comes true? Or will his demons unseat him?

Jump into this page-turner for the equestrian and non-equestrian alike!
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*Contains mature subject matter including child abuse, domestic abuse, violence,
some coarse language, mild sexuality, and drug and alcohol use. Recommended
for readers ages 16 and up.*

“...a heart-pounding plot...Smart, suspenseful, surprising, satisfying, engaging
with lots of twists and turns.” – Kelly Bowers, The Rider Newspaper

“...truly divine…I highly recommend it…!” – Laurie Berglie, Horse & Style
Magazine, author

“A nice mix of mystery and information about the Canadian equine world...things
never stand still.” – Mary Pagones, author

*Contains a handy glossary of equestrian terms.*

(Cover photo by AdobeStock)
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Edition: Everything You Need to Know!
Welcome to the ultimate guide to adult flag football 5on5 edition! Whether
you're a seasoned player looking to refine your skills or a beginner eager
to join the fun,...
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The Enchanting Tale of Snow White and Rose
Red: Discover the Magical Adventures of These
Two Sisters
Once upon a time in a deep and mystical forest, there lived two sisters
named Snow White and Rose Red. Their lives were filled with
enchantment and wonder, as they embarked...

The Mind-Blowing Tales of Werner Von
Alvensleben – Unraveling the Extraordinary Life
of a Mysterious Adventurer
The Journey Begins: The Early Life of Werner Von Alvensleben Werner
Von Alvensleben, born on an auspicious day in a small village in
Germany, had an undying passion for...

Why The North Won The Civil War: The Key
Factors That Led to Their Victory
The American Civil War, fought between 1861 and 1865, was a pivotal
moment in the nation's history. The conflict arose due to deep-rooted
differences between the North and...

Uncover the Mystery Behind Short Story Story
23: A Tale of Suspense and Intrigue
: Short stories have captivated readers for centuries, delivering powerful
emotions and thought-provoking narratives in a concise format. Among
the vast array of short...
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Unveiling the Untold Stories of Medal Of Honor
Heroes In Their Own Words
The Medal of Honor is the highest military award in the United States,
bestowed upon those who have shown extreme acts of valor and bravery
in the face of danger....

Ride Every Stride - Amy Maltman: The Inspiring
Journey of a Passionate Equestrian
The Early Beginnings Amy Maltman, a name that resonates with
determination and love for horses, has been making waves in the
equestrian community with her inspiring...

Discover the Good, the Bad, and the Beautiful:
An In-Depth Look into the Reality of Life
The Good: Finding Positivity in Everyday Life Life is filled with its ups and
downs, and amidst the chaos, it's important to focus on the good. The
world can be an incredibly...
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